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ALEAID 
Theodore Antoniou, Music Director 
Millennium Project 
1950 - 1960 
Saturday, March 23, 1996, TSAI Performance Center 
A celebration and discussion of twentieth century music 
and its cultural context 
Symposium 
6:00 p.m. 
Keith Botsford 
Professor of Jourmilism & Lecturer in Italian History, 
Boston University 
Correspondent, The independ ent , London, and La Stampa, Turin 
James Johnson 
Assistant Professor of History, Boston University 
Pianist 
The audience is cordially invited to attend a reception, 
after the symposium, in the TSAI lobby. 
ALEA fll , Boston University's renowned contemporary music ense mble , has undertaken a 
comprehensive retro spective of the music and culture of the twentieth century . Currently in 
its fifth year, this ambitious project brings scholars and musicians together annually to 
consider am.I enjoy the music of each successive decade of the ceritury. The annual 
symposium attracts historians , musicologists , composers, performers, and listeners to 
examine the contributing r-0le of music ·in each decade and its reflections of the ambient 
culture. Concert programs of ALEA III will future composers of the designated decade, 
highlightin g major contributors throughout each concert season. 
Symposia speakers will orfer historical , social, and political perspectives on the forces of 
the decade and their influence on subsequent decades . By exploring the century gradually, 
by defined time periods, the Millennium Project offers the opportunity to develop a 
tinuing perspective over the ten-yea r time span. A continuous thread is the 
.nificance of time as a delineator of the human experience. Musicians - as well as writers, 
intellectu als, politicians and philosophers - experience a sense of momentum and merely 
because they live and work at measuring points of time : decade s, centuries, millennia . 
Keith Botsford 
Professor of Journalism & Lecturer in Italian History, 
Boston University 
Correspondent, The Independent, London, and La Stampa, Turin 
Keith Botsford , Alea Ill's chairman , writes frequently on music for record companies, as 
well as for magazines and newspapers , and thinks of himself, in his own words, as an 
"adequate amateur composer" with a few small commissions to his credit. The son and 
grandson of musicians (his grandfather Florence Hudson Botsford was a pioneering folk 
song collector), he received his musical education in New Haven and New York, where he 
studied theory and composition at the Manhattan School of Music. He was for five years 
Publisher and Editor-In-Chief of Bostonia Magazine. 
As a writer. he has published a number of novels (under his own name and pseudonymo ~ ty) 
and works of nonfiction. A practicing journalist for over three decades, for the past 
nineteen years he has been a correspondent for the London Sunday Times, and since its 
founding, for The independent . He is Professor of Journalism at Boston University and 
Lecturer in Italian History . 
James Johnson 
Assistant Professor of History, Boston University 
Pianist 
James Johnson is a teacher of modern European inteliectual history, and is an active 
lecturer/performer who has spoken at symposi:i and conrerences on a wide range or topi cs 
exploring the relationship between music and political , religious, and cultural climat e of 
its time. A 1985 Fullbright grant recipient, Mr. Johns _on was awarded Boston University's 
1991 Kahn award. The University of California Press has recently publi shed his book 
"Listening in Paris : A Cultural History", a study of music and its audience in Paris between 
the Ancien Regime and the Romantic era. His articles appear in such publications as the 
Joumal of Modern History, Nineteenth Century Music, Eighteenth-Century Life, and 
Musica Judaica, and he has contributed revie:ws to the Joumal of Musicological Research, 
Music and Letters, and the Times Literary Supplement of London. Professor Johnson 
holds a Bachelor of Arts degree from the University of Oklahom3 , and a Master of Arts and 
Ph.D. from the Universit_y of Chicago. 
Paul Chihara 
Film Composer 
Paul Chihara is a visiting professor at the University of Pittsburgh and has lived a 
double-life since he resigned from the UCLA music faculty in 1974. He has composed 
scores for over seventy features, TV films, and series. His credits include China Beach , 
Simon and Simon , MacGruder, and Loud. He has worked with directors Sidney Lumet, Louis 
Malle, Michael Ritchie, and Arthur Penn . Prince of the City,Crossing Delance y , and The 
Morning After are among his better films while Death Race 2000 (for Roger Corman) was 
one of his funniest. 
He was composer-in-residence with the San Francisco Ballet for ten years. Tempest and 
Shinju are among his well-known ballet scores. On Broadway , he composed Shogun and 
was the music consultant and orchestrator for Sophisticated Ladies. In addition , his works 
have been published by C.F . Peters , and he has received commissions from the Boston 
Symphony, Los Angeles Philharmonic, London Symphony, and Cleveland Orchestra. 
His works are concerned with the evolution and expression of highly contrasting colors , 
textures , and emotional levels , which are often dramatically juxt aposed with one another. 
Chihara has developed some of his musical ideas in extended series of compositions , such 
as his Ceremonies I-V for chamber and symphony orchestras, and a long series of 
compositions entitled Tree Music , written from 1966-71, for various instrumentations . 
l 
NOTES 
. I 
The Millennium Concert will start at 8:00 l'·"' · 
The audie11ce is cordially i-11vited to a recepti o_n after the Symposium 
ALEAID 
Theodore Antoniou, Music Director 
Millennimn Concert 
Saturday, March 23, 1996, 8:00 p.m. 
Zyklus (1959) 
Serenata ( 1958) 
Psalms (1954) 
TSAI Performance Center 
James Boznos, percussion 
Arrangement by Julian J. Wachner 
The Marsh Chapel Choir 
Karlheinz Stockhausen 
( 1928) 
Goffredo Petrassi 
( 1904) 
Lukas Foss 
(1922) 
Julian J. Wac/mer, choimwster and organ 
6 Etudes ( / 956-58) 
Quintette lnstrum cntal ( 1957) 
Allegro non troppo 
Lento 
Allegro-poco mo<.lcrato 
aux Exotiques ( 1955-56) 
-----intermission-----
Thonws Stumpf. piano 
Thomas Stumpf. piano 
Yannis Constantinides 
(1903 - 1984) 
Heitor Villa-Lobos 
(1887 - 1959) 
Olivier Messiaen 
(] 908- I 992) 
ALEA III 
Alea III is the contemporary music ensemble in residence at Boston University, a group 
devoted to promoting, playing, and teaching music of the twentieth century. Founded in 
1978, Alea Ill is the third such group organized by Music Director Theodore Antoniou. The 
ensemble is consistent with the music it embraces---flexible in size, open to experiment 
and to exploration . Over the years, Alea Ill has offered world-premiere opportunities for 
hundreds of contemporary composers, often under the composer's direction, and with 
extended program notes or comments . The group has performed over 650 works by more 
than 400 composers---most of them living . With its inspiration , dozens of other 
contemporary groups have been formed , offering growing opportunity to young 
composers and musicians to play and comprehend contemporary music . 
The Greek word alea taken from Homer , means "to wander." In Latin , it refers to "a die o 
dice used for playing at games of chance ." The term aleatoric music indicates music based 
upon the principles of ind~terminacy as evidenced by certain random and/or statistical 
procedures of composition. In regard to the ensemble, aleatoric is concerned with the 
expression of a multiplicity of musical directions, historical styles, and performance 
practices. 
THIS EVENING'S MUSICIANS 
Theodore Antoniou, 
Music Directo ,;__ 
Jean DeMart, flute, piccolo , Kathleen Boyd, flute, Laura Ahl beck, oboe, 
Peter Cokkinias, Eb clarinet, Katherine Matasy and Catherine Hudgins, Bb clarinets, 
Diane Heffner , bass clarinet, Janet Underhill, bassoon , 
Jean Rife, horn , Kenneth Pope, hom, Carlos Sulpicio , trw11pel, 
James Boznos, percussion, Craig McNutt , percussion, Joseph Pereira, percussion, 
Eliana Sulpicio , percussion, Phil Kiamie, percussion, He-Kyong Do, percussion, 
Virginia Crumb, harp, Marina Minkin, harpsichord , Mark Beaulieu, violin, 
Scott Woolweaver, viola , Michael Curry, violoncello, 
Michiko Tsuzuku, double bass 
ALEA III STAFF 
Kostis Protopapas , Personnel Manager 
Scott Welton, Stage Manager 
Richard Nangle and Robert Thomas, office 
Theodore Antoniou, Music Director 
Theodore Antoniou studied violin, voice, and composition at the National Conservatory in 
Athens, with further studies in conducting and compositioIL at the Hochschule for Musik, 
Munich, and at the International Music Courses , Darmstadt. After holding teaching 
positions at Stanford University, the University of Utah, and the Philadelphia Musical 
Academy, he came to Boston University in I 979 as a .professor of composition and as an 
ardent proponent of new music. 
Mr. Antoniou has published over one hundred works , many of which were commissioned by 
major orchestras around the world. He has written over one hundred works for film and 
theater , as well. He has received many awards and prizes, including National Endowment 
•· r the Arts Fellowship grants and thti Richard Strauss Prize, as well as commissions from 
, Fromm, Guggenheim, and Koussevitsky Foundations, and from the city of Munich for 
1i1c 1972 Olympic Games. Mr. Antoniou has been recognized with ASCAP awards for 
several years and . in 199 I, was awarded the Metcalf Award for Excellence in Teaching by 
Boston University . He is very active in his native country, Greece. where he has been 
president of the National Composers' Association since 1989. 
Theodore Antoniou has conducted major orchestras throughout the world, including the 
Boston Symphony Orchestra Chamber Players , (he Radio Orchestras of Berlin and Paris, 
the Bavarian Radio Orchestra, the Tonhalle Orchestra (Zurich) , the National Opera of 
Greece , and the Berkshire Music Center Orchestra, and he is widely applauded for his 
organizational efforts to promote contemporary music . In 1974, he became the Assistant 
Director of Contemporary Activities at Tanglewood's Ber.kshire Music Center, a position 
he held until 1985. Mr. Antoniou is the founder of many new music groups , such as: ALEA 
II, ALEA 111, the Philadelphia New Music Group , and the Hellenique Group of Contemporary 
Music . He is the director of the ALEA lII (Boston) and Olympia (Athens) International 
Composition Competitions . Mr. Antoniou's music is published by Barenreiter Verlag 
(Germany) and Gunmar Music (USA). 
Tonight's Program 
Karl~einz Stockhausen was born in Modrath, Germany, in August 28, 1928 . As a 
youth he studied oboe , violin , piano and conducting. In 1947 he entered the 
Musikhochschule in Cologne and also began his studies of musicology and philosophy at 
the University of Cologne . He began composition studies in J 950 with Frank. Martin . His 
early works (a violrn .sonata ancl three songs with orchestra) exhibit the influence of 
Schoenherg . Stravinsky and Bartok . In 1952-53 Stockhausen lived in Paris, where he 
studied composition privately with Olivier Messiaen . Messiaen's work Quatre etudes de 
rythme, impressed deeply Stockh ausen when he first heard it in 1951 at Darmstadt. While in 
Paris he worked in the musique concrete studio of the French radio . There he could analyze, 
with the help of tape, the acoustical constituents of sounds of various timhres . The 
theoretical fruits of that work were to be of momentous consequence when he applied hi tnself 
to elcc.:tronic music later. Shortly after his return to Cologne he beca me artistic director or 
the Studio for Electronic Music. where he created Studi e I (the first work ever to be compo . 
entirely from sine-wave sounds), Studit! JI, Ge.w11g der Ji1ngli11gc•, K01w1kte and Hy11111e11. · 
During 19.54-5.'i he studied phonetics and communication theory at the Univ ersity of Ronn. 
This 111adc him pay closer attention to the human clement in performing and listening to 
music, which led him to the ideas of 'mohi lc form', ' open form' and ' moment form'. In 1957 
was first invited to teach composition at the Darimtadt summer cou rses, where he had been 
giving lectures since 1953. In the rnursc of a few years he developed highly individual 
teaching methods which resulted in an unusual degree of collective work within the groups of 
compos ers who c;1mc to him . In 1963 he found the Cologne Courses for New Music, later to 
henrn1e the Cologne Institute for New Music. In 19.59 he toured universities in Canada and 
USA , and during 1966-67 he was visiting professor at the University of C.1lifornia, Davis . 
In 1970 he supervised the construction of a circular auditorium in the Uerman ·pavilion at the 
world fair in Osaka , Japan, where his music was prescnted in 5.5 hour sc\sions for 183 days . 
The estimated live, radio, and television audience was 1,000,000 listen ers. In 1971 he was 
appointcd professor of composition at the Co logne llo chschule Hir Mu sik. 
Durin g his ear ly studies in Cologne, Stockhausen might have scemcd tn hc preparing for a 
carccr in music education . It was not until he beca mc acquainted with.music hy Webern, and 
his first visit at Darmstadt in 1951 that he found his own path as a composer. In Webern 's 
music, Stockhausen found powerful constructions, some rully dev e loped. such as row 
technique and timbre composition, and some embryonic, such as rhythmic seri a lization and 
group composition . It was Webern's techniques rather than his esthetics or musical gestures 
that were important for Stockhausen . As he discovered the systematic control of 
independent e lement s in Webern's music, he realized that the traditional hierarchy of these 
elements might be cha llenged, and he embraced the idea that every sound is uniquely 
determined by five parameters or dimen sions : pitch , intensity, duration. timbre, and 
position in space (the latter , of course, was not controlled by Webern) . All other elements 
of music (tempo, rhythm, instrumentation, melody, density. harmony, register , meter , ctr. ' 
were derivable from the five basic param eters, and Stockhausen classified them as 
compositional parameters because their relevance in a musical co ntext is controlled by the 
composer. 
Stockhausen's early works extended the Webern principle of serialized pitches to dynamics, 
durations and attacks (total serialism) and were much longer tha1_1 Webern's scores. He 
expanded Webern's proportions by creating a middle ground of durational units. The small 
units of Webern's music (the isolated point or small motivic cell) he retained, but he 
organized these tiny cells into larger units . This middle ground became the basis for what 
Stockhausen calls" group composition." A group is a segment of musical time, fro.ma few 
seconds to a few minutes in duration (he calls the larger groups 'moments ' ), the limits of 
which aie defined by a self-contained process . For example , the character of a group might be 
that of some pitches remain fixed in certain registers or that it is based exclusively on a 
single interval, or that the volume increases or decreases at a specified rate , or that extremely 
long or short durations (of notes, timbres, textures, etc .) prevail. The way various groups 
relate to one another defines the formal plan of the piece . The transition from Webernian 
point-music to group composition can be seen in Kontra-Punkte (1952-52) and Klavierstiicke 
I-IV (1952-53). 
~,oup composition reached its culmination in Momente (1961-64) , a nearly two-hour piece 
whose basic idea is the juxtaposition of groups of different durations on several levels at 
once . The work (for soprano solo , four choral groups and 13 instrumentalists) is designed as 
a sequence of 'moments', some of which may be omitted as occasion demands. 1n the concept 
of the 'moment ' Stockhausen sought a resolution of listeners' difficulties in experiencing 
form in serial music. Each individually characterized passage in a work is regarded as an 
experiential unit, a 'moment', which can potentially engage the listener ' s full attention and 
can do so in exactly the same measure as its neighbors . No single 'moment ' claims priority, 
even as a beginning or ending ; hence the nature of such a work is essentially 'unending ' (and 
indeed , 'unbeginning ' ). Significantly, each 'moment ' is; in Stockhausen ' s view , equally 
dispensable, rather than equally indispensable , to the listener. His unending forms are the 
outcome not only of his pursuit of equality among all constituents of a work , but also of his 
leanings towards indeterminacy, which he accurately enough attributes to the durations and 
intensities of his listeners ' attentiveness. The listeners ' unpredictable ecstatic involvement 
with the 'now' of one 'moment' can be bought only at the risk of his equally unpredictable 
withdrawal from some other. Such 'moments ' grouped in succession make up a 'moment 
form' (Kontakte, 1959-60, Momente , 1961-64). 
Since groups are carefully defined stretches of musical time , group composition led to the 
idea of mobility . Stockhausen saw that the. order of self-contained groups could be varied so 
as to alter, but not destroy, the continuity of the music . He invented the multimeaningful 
form, which allowed different orderings of the sections of a given piece . Stockhausen's first 
mobile-form piece was Klavierstiick XI (1956) . It is printed on a single large sheet of paper 
on which groups are laid out separately so that they can be played in any order. The piece is 
completely mobile that it loses its overall sense of direction , and the composer sought to 
correct this problem in Zyklus ( 1959). This work , for one percussionist , is planned as a 
hysical and musical circle: the soloist is surrounded by a large array of instruments on all 
s, and in the course of the piece he completes a circuit round them. The score itself is 
r.inted on 16 large spiral-bound pages, any of which may form the beginning of the work, 
with the rest following in cyclical sequence ('open form' : the composer does not specify all 
parameters of. the finished work; the unspecified parameters are decided by the performer, 
therefore each performance may be different than any previous one .) 
Mobile form raised the question of direction in post tonal music . To explain how a work like 
Zyklus could be both mobile and directional and how a piece could acquire a sense of motion, 
Stockhausen formulated the concept of a 'proc_ess piece' . In a process piece each parameter 
is subjected to a simple and obviou s directional process , such as a diminuendo in some 
instruments, an accelerando in some instruments, the emergence of some pitches as 
prominent , or gradual shift of pitches from one register to another (Kreuzspiel, 1951). The 
complex sound of Stockhausen's music often results from the superimposition of several 
such processes, which generally take place at different rates and start, fjnish, or climax at 
different points . The mobility of Zyklus was accomplished, in part, by beginning a different 
process at each of the possible starting points of the piece , so that the performer would be in 
the middle of several processes but always at the beginning of one of them regardless of 
~~~- ~ 
Zyklus was composed as a test piece for the Kranichstein competition for percussion players 
in I 959 (Darmstadt) and is dedicated to Wolfgang Steinecke . 
Sources : Jonathan D. Kramer, in Dictionary of 
Colltemporary Music (John Vinton, editor); 
G. W. Hopkins, in The Grove New Dictionary 
of Music and Musicians 
In addition to being a co-founder and Artistic Director of KLANG, James Boznos is the 
principal timpanist of the Chicago Chamber Orchestra, the _Civic Orchestra of Chicago, and 
the Northwest Indiana Symphony. _He studied at Boston University, where he holds a 
Bachelor of Music in percussion performance . His principal teachers include Patsy Dash, 
Thomas Gauger , Don Koss , Ed Poremba and Nancy Zeltsman . While at Boston University 
James was a winner of the Concerto Competition and the Esther B. Kahn Award . In 1992, 
Mr. Boznos played marimba concerti in Leipzig's Gewandhaus , Berlin's Academy of Art and 
Prague's Smetana Halt' as well as in Warsaw, Erfurt, Katowice and Chicago. 
As an orchestral musician , he has performed with such conductors as: Leonard Bernstein, 
Daniel Barenboim, Pierre Boulez , Mariss Jansons, Zubin Mehta, Seiji Ozawa and Sir Georg 
Solti, and last summer attended the National Orchestra Institute in Maryland . He has 
performed with the Chicago Symphony Orchestra and recorded with them for Deutsche 
Grammaphone . In addition to his percussion pursuits, he has studied composition with 
Gunther Schuller while at the Sandpoint Music Fest/val . 
-Only -Quality Endures 
• New England's largest selection 
of 300 violins, violas, cellos 
and bows, all in mint or 
excellent · condition 
• Fine repair and restoration 
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• Expert appraisal 
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Goffredo Petrassi was born in Zagarolo, near Rome, in 1904. Due to circumstances, he 
had art incomplete education as a child . His musical education began in 1913, when he was 
accepted to a choir school, where he became acquainted with Renaissance and Baroque choral 
mu~ic, a fact that accounts for his later predilection for choral writing. But only later, when 
working as an assistant at a music shop, did he have the opportunity to study a great deal of 
music, and especially contemporary music. In 1925 he started his formal_ music studies in 
composition and organ, at the Conservatorio di Santa Cecilia in Rome. Alfredo Casella , one 
of the most prominent Italian composers at the time, immediately recognized his talent; 
through his encouragement and guidance, Petrassi got strongly drawn to Hindemith's 
neoclassical style. The year 1933 marked a turning-point for the composer, when his Partita 
for orchestra won an international competition in Paris, and Casella conducted it at the 
1.S.C.M. Festival in Amsterdam--it brought him international fame. During this first 
compositional period he wrote his First Concerto for Orchestra (1934) and Psalm IX, where 
Stravinsky's influence is easily recognizable. He returned to the Conservatorio in 1939, 
where he taught composition until 1959. r" 
Petrassi' s early diatonicism gave way to an increa singly chromatic writing , which gradually 
led to the adoption of the twelve-tone system. His masterpieces of that period are the cantata 
Noche oscura ( 1951) and the Second Concerto for Orchestra ( 1952), in which he 
occasionally employs serial techniq11es. Serialism, however, was not a goal for him, but 
rather a stop, an Qpportunity to utilize this atonal idiom in diverse stylistic ways and 
compositional approaches. The works that followed , especially the next four Concertos for 
Orchestra (1952-1957), show their indebtedness to- the dynamic writing of Bart6k, and 
Webern's tight organization, without, however being strictly serial. Petrassi himself 
claimed that, he owed this free, personal approach to serial technique to the "boldly 
unconventional paintings of [Alberto] Burri." [Conversazioni con Petrassi, Milan, 1980) 
His resourceful explorations of atonality culminated in a series of "radical" works, starting 
with the Serenata (1958) and the String Trio (1959): both works are examples of his 
abandonment of thematicism, in favor of emphasizing imaginatively the instrumental 
colors and timbres. The Flute Concerto (1960) and the Seventh Concerto for Orchestra 
(1961-62) aptly reflect the composer ' s experimentation with~ rhythmic complexity, novel 
orchestral sonorities and dramatic effects. 
Pe!rassi has written much ehoral and chamber music, in which he never ceases to make use of 
ever-advancing techniques. Luigi Dallapiccola is rightly considered Italy's most ~ 
distinguished twentieth -century composer, but Goffredo Petrassi (although less 
internationally famous) is undoubtedly the most significant representative of the Italian 
avant-garde music of this generation . Because, while Dallapiccola ' s style remained more or 
less constant throughout his compositional output, Petrassi's musical language changed 
dramatically over the years, exhibiting ever new approaches and p6ssibilities. 
Petrassi wrote the Serenata in 1958, at a period when he was constantly working with serial 
techniques. This work is said to have originated a significant change in his compositional 
approach: he started using atonality freely and intuitively , while at the same time adopted 
athematicisrri. The Serenata is written for the unu~ual combination of flute, viola, double-
bass, harpsichord, and percussion, an indication that the composer wished to explore the 
entirely contrasted timbres of these instruments in their interaction. Athematicism being a 
primary trait of this work , the composer, quite imaginatively , gives emphasis on different 
parameters of the music, such as individual sonorities , and the use of instrumental color as an 
important structural substitute for the lack of thematicism . Thus, the instrumental writing is 
virtuosic in character, employing cadenzas as an important structural part of the music. 
The work opens with a flute cadenza, which presents ten, and later all twelve pitches of the 
serial order, later treated in a freely atonal manner. But rather than the pitch ser ial order, it is 
the opening three-note motive , F-Ab-Gb, which constitutes an important unifying element 
~--the work, since it later undergoes variable harmonic and melodic transformations. The 
Jpisodic character of this composition is evident, both in the overall structure, and in the use 
of brief succinct ideas, even shorter than motivic fragments . 
Immediately before the closing section of the work , there are solo cadenzas for all 
instruments (except percussion) , first for the viola, followed by the double-bass, the 
_ harpsichord, and the flute . The final statement is an interplay among all five instruments , of 
motives and fragments that permeated the entire composition. 
Eftychia Papanikolaou 
Lukas Foss, Conductor Laureate of both the Brooklyn Philharmonic and the Milwaukee 
Symphony Orchestra, is equally renowned as a composer as well as.a conductor. 
At the age of 18 he was already known as a musical "wunderkind" having graduated from the 
Curtis Institute of Music, where he studied conducting with Fri~z Reiner. Shortly 
thereafter, he was taken under the wing of Serge Koussevitsky, with whom he worked at the 
Berkshire Music Center at Tanglewood, and later furthered his studies with Paul Hindemith 
at the Yale School of Music . 
As one of the country's leading composers, he has over 100 compositions to his credit. At 
age23 he was the youngest composer to be awarded a Guggenheim Fellowship and has 
since received numerous commissions, awards and honors for his works, many of which 
have been played throughout the U.S. and Europe by world-renowned artists and 
ensembles. Recognized as a major contributor to American music, he was elected a member 
of the American Academy of Arts and Letters, o~ which he is presently Vice Chancellor . ~ 
Mr. Foss served as Music Director of the Buffalo Philharmonic from 1963-1970, and during 
his tenure brought this orchestra to national attention. He had been Principal Conductor 
and Music Director of the Brooklyn Philharmonic since 1971, and in the fall of 1990 
assumed the title of Conductor Laureate . HiJ association with this orchestra continues to 
produce a valuable contribution of contemporary and classical music for local and national 
audiences . 
He served as Music Director of the Ojai Festival in California, has directed a series of 
marathon concerts at the Hollywood Bowl with the Los Angeles Philharmonic, was Co-
Director of the Los Angeles Philharmonic Institute , and for two years was Director of the 
New York Philharmonic Summer Festival concerts at Lincoln Center. He has also had the 
honor of being named successor to Arnold Schoenberg as Professor of Composition at 
U.C.L.A., a post he held for ten years. More recently, he received an honorary doctorate 
from Yale in _the spring of 1991 and has been appointed Professor of Music at Boston 
University School for the Arts . 
In 1981 he became Music Director of the Milwaukee Symphony and held this post through 
the 1985-86 season . In March 1986, the Milwaukee Symphony completed a very 
successful European tour during which the orchestra played 12 concerts in England, 
Holland, West Germany and Austria. 
Lukas Foss has numerous recordings to his credit. He has recorded with the Milwaukee 
Symphony for the ProArt and Koos labels , as well as with the Brooklyn Philharmonic, 
Buffalo Philharmonic , Jerusalem Symphony and others . 
As a guest conductor, Lukas Foss has appeared with many major orchestras in North 
America , including the Chicago Symphony, New York Philharmonic, Boston Symphon 
Philadelphia Orchestra, Los Angeles Philharmonic , San Francisco Symphony and the Ne\\-
World Symphony . Internationally, he has guest conducted the London Symphony 
Orchestra, Berlin Philharmonic , St. Petersburg Symphony, Tokyo Philharmonic, and 
Santa Cecilia Orchestra in Rome, among others. He served as Music Advisor and conductor 
of the Jerusalem Symphony for four years. During the summer of 1987 he was composer-in-
residence at the Aldeburgh Festival. In March 1991, he journeyed to the Soviet Union and 
conducted four Moscow orchestras in one week as part of the American Music Festival. 
During the summers of 1989 and 1990, Mr. Foss was Composer-in-Residence at the 
Tanglewood Festival. . 
A biography/bibliography Lukas Foss has been issued by Greenwood Press. 
Psalms, composed in 1954, was commissioned by the Stockbridge Bowl Association. 
The work is in three sections, the largest of which is the middle movement. The work was 
originally scored for orchestra or two pianos, but was recently arranged for harp, 
,_rcussion and organ by Foss's protege, Julian Wachner.. _Commenting on his Psalms, 
• oss says, "Although written in my early 30's, I am still very fond of it, particularly of the 
'Joyful Noise to the Lord' and the final prayer 'the Lord is my Shepherd.' Though published 
in a version with two pianos, I prefer the sound of a "biblical band" as in my orchestral 
version, or this splendid new arrangement by Julian Wachner." 
Julian J. Wachner is currently University Organist and Choirmaster of Boston 
University, Assistant Professor of Sacred Music at the Boston University School of 
Theology and Visiting Lecturer in Music Composition at the Massac:husetts Institute of 
Technology. Wachner holds a Doctorate in Composition from Boston University and is a 
Fellow of the American Guild of Organists . 
The Marsh Chapel Choir 
Soprano 
Elizabeth Adams, Sonja DeWitt, Sandra Femino, Sheila Espineli, Erin Freeman, Lucie 
Giraud, Anne Harley, Stephanie Saad, Stephanie Sabin, Jill Sherrard 
,1l1Q 
Lisa Gade, Amy LaMothe, Jeamie-Marie Price, Anjali Rao, Amy Schneider, Colleen 
Storzek, Jacqueline Zandor 
li!!QL 
Chris Eastgurn, Sujay Pathak, Brad Peloquin, Victor Pena, Rob Pitcher 
lJ.£m. 
Henry Ahn, Nick Apostal, David Arrivee, Peter Chen, William Conners, Matthew Guerreri, 
Peter-Antoine Munoz-Bennett, Steve Pinner, Sigurdur Saevarsson, George Wright 
Yiannis Constantinides was born in Smyrna, Asia Mi•nor, in 1903, where he also took 
his first music lessons. In 1922.he left on a scholarship for Germany. He started his formal 
musical training in Dresden (1922-23), and continued in Berlin, where he studied 
counterpoint, fugue, and composition with Paul Juon, while he also took orchestration 
ciasses with Kurt Weill (1923-26). While in Berlin, he befriended Nikos Skalkottas, maybe 
the most important Greek composer at that time, who had already been studying with Weill 
and Schoenberg. 
Constantinides returned to Greece in 1931, where he immediately made a name for himself by 
writing songs and music for the musical theater, using the name Kostas Yiannides (an 
inversion of his first and last names). During and after the Second World War he became 
extremely p·opular by writing a series of op.erettas, revues, film music, and a large number of 
songs. 
At the same time, however, he continued to compose orchestral and piano music, his mainf"i 
interest being in integrating the unique musical idioms of Greek folk songs with western ' _ 
musical forms and techniques. He had a profound knowledge of Greek folk music, and an 
incredible instinct for its subtleties. To transfer those features in contemporary 
compositional forms was an immense challenge, to which most of the composers of the 
Greek "national school" failed to respond without resorting to mere imitating of surface 
characteristics. Constantinides's aesthetic approach was much more refined, avoiding any 
of the trivialities that did not belong to the core of Greek folk music. He retained the 
original melodic lines (where possible), and the complex irregular rhythms, blending them 
artfully with technically advanced and harmonically convoluted devices. This bec~me his 
main compositional style, which permeated his total oeuvre. 
From his rather limited output we should mention his two Suites (Dodecanesian) and a 
Rhapsody for orchestra, a Suite for violin and piano, three Sonatinas for piano, forty-four 
piano pieces for children, and choral pieces, all based on Greek folk songs and rhy~hms. He 
died in Athens in 1984. 
Even though the 6 Etudes are based on Greek popular rhythms and .dances, their individual 
titles do not reveal this trait. In those studies, Constantindes pursues a successful way of 
blending Greek musical traditions with western forms. · The main characteristic of these 
rhythms is their irregularity (7/8, 5/8 ........ ), and this is where Constantinidis places his 
emphasis on. 
1. Preludio (Allegro Veloce) .is in 7/8, subdivided in 3/8+2/4. It is one music line divided 
between the two hands, while polyphony is attained with the simultaneous use of 
multiple registers. The study starts at the middle and low registers of the piano, travels 
twice to and from the high register and finishes at the low end of the piano. 
2 . Basso Ostinato (Allegro Piacevole) is in 9/8, based on the dance of Karsilamas. 
Although the meter is subdivided in 3/8+3/4, one of the voices of the repeated bass 
figure is divided in 1/4+3/8+2/4, creating an interesting effect. 
~ 
I 
3 . Capriccio (Allegro non Troppo ma con Umore) is in 5/8 with occasion al 3/8 measures. 
ll is based on the dance of Tsakonikos . 
4 . Interme zzo (Andante Cantabile) . The meter -indication changes almost in every bar 
between 5/8 and 7/8, and occasionally 6/8 . The study is based on a wedding song from 
the island of Castelorizo , and it is the only relatively slow etude of the set. 
5 . Ballabile (Allegretto Capriccioso) is in 9/8 suhdivided in 2/4 +(2/8+3/8), like the dance 
of Zeimbckiko . 
6. Toccata (Allegro vivo ma non Troppo) in 7/8 borrows the rhythm of the Kalamatianos, 
the most popular and widespread of the Greek folk dances. 
Eftychia Papanikola _ou 
Heitor Villa-Lobos (1887-1959) may be rightly considered the nationalist compo ser 
par excellence of Latin America . _His father taught him to play_ the cello, cello lesso.ns 
remaining his sole formal musical training - hence his pr_oclivily for this instrument for 
most of his compositions. He was essentially an autodidact, earning his living by playing 
guitar and cello, as member of s_mall ensembles, in th«;! cafes of his native Rio de Janeiro. 
Thus , folk music ang its idioms came quite naturally to him, consequently becoming the 
most character istic stylistic feature of his compositions. Although he never quoted fol.}c 
songs, his works abound in features that are unmistakably Brazilian in flavor, such as the 
rich rhythmic element , and their unique national color. 
With the assistance of th_e Brazilian government and patrons he traveled extensivel y to 
- Europe ( 1923-1930), and espec ially Paris, the center of the Europeaf! avant -garde scene . 
There his music became extremely popular , and he himself was influenced by the music of the 
French neoclassicists (mainly Satie and Milhauci). One of the most early examples of his 
attempt to fuse national folk element s and western compositional techniques , is hi~ series 
fourteen Chorus ( 1920-1929). the title denot ing tfii! "choroes ," a popular variety of urban 
instrumental music . Starting in 1944, he visited the U.S . on several occasions , returning 
frequently to conduct concerts of his music . 
The most famous and popular compositions of his output are undoubtedly the nine Bach ianas 
Brasileiras (1930-1945) . The title alludes to .I. s_ Bach , for whom Villa-Lobos had an 
iinmense admiration. Throughout this work he attempts to synthesize two apparently 
opposing elements: the Baroque idiomatic language of Bach , with the unmistakably unique 
color of Brazili~n popular music ; the composer's exegesi~ iies in his belief that , Bach is an 
"intermediary background of all cultures." 
The music of Villa-Lobos has often been criticized for its improvisatory character , which 
derives from his extremely spontaneous and exuberant character. In_ particular . though , 
those are the exact same qualit ies that make his music so ex!;,eptionally original. TJiis 
originality is evident throughout his compositional output , but especially remarkable in his_ 
chamber music (some of the Choros and Bachianas Brasileiras included), where he makes use 
of several unusual combinations of instruments , each time aiming at novel effects of tone-
color -- an imp~rtant characteristic of his music . -
He wrote music in almost every genre: twelve symphonies, several concertos (five of them 
for piano), seventeen string quartets , operas, ballets, film music, . and a large number of other 
chamber, vocal, and piano music. The fact that he was an extremely prolific composer (he 
-wrote more than a thousand separate works, not counting transcriptions of his own music), 
accounts for the obvious unevenness in the quality of his music . 
Throughout his vast output. he does not exhibit any consistent compositional appreach; 
this stylistic diversity is evident, ranging from his poorly received - but extremely novel -
first compositions , to the later , occasionally facile , but certainly more refined works . Wh. 
other_composers in Europe and the ~S were tonstantly ' uneasy about their mus}cal languagll' "J I 
and were eager to utilize advanced composition a l techniques in search for new musical 
practices. Villa-Lobos rema ined unaffected , his primary influences being romantic and 
impressionistic in nature. 
In 1957, on the occasion of Villa-Lobos's seventieth birthday, the New York Times 
published a small editorial, hailing the composer as "one of the most famous composers and 
one of the most remarkilble men in the musical world of our times," adding that "he exercised 
a tremendous personal influence at the head of his country's renewal movement , in search for 
an expansion of its own culture and the rediscovery of its musical sources ." 
Several celebrations took place in New York , Paris , Rio de Janeiro and Sao Paulo. While in 
Paris , he composed Quintette Instrumental , at the suggestion of the 'Instrumental 
Quintet' of the Radiodiffusion Franc;aise. Written for the unusual combination of flute, 
violin, viola, cello , and harp, it is one of the last statements of the composer's art. It was 
first performed five years after the composer's death , on 16 November 1962 in Rio de 
.eiro , during the Second Villa-Lobos Festival. The Festival was an annual event instituted }.-i'the Villa-Lobos Museum, which Armida Villa-Lobos, his companion during his last 23 
' 1 .:ars, founded in 1961. · 
Quinume lmtrum ental is in three movements : Allegro non troppo, Lemo, Allegro-poco 
moderato . 
Eftychia Papanikolaou 
Olivier Messiaen was born in Avignon on December 10, 1908 and died on April 28, 
1992. His father was a well known translator of English literatur e (he translated the entire 
work of Shakespeare) and his mother a poet. At the age of 11 he entered the Paris 
Conservatory where he studied harmony , counterpoint, fugue , piano accompaniment, organ 
and improvisation, music history, and composition with Paul Dukas. He also studied Indian 
rhythmic processes , Greek rhythm, folk music, and various philosophies of time and 
duration . From early in his life he had been interested in na_ture. In some early works he 
began to quote bird-songs , and later hi.: systematically notated the songs of the bird s of 
France. 
Beginning in 1931 Messiaen was the organist at the Church of Trinity in Paris. In 1936 he 
became professor at both the Ecole Normale de Musique and the Schola Cantorum, and also 
founded the group Jeune France with Andre Jolivet , Daniel-Lesur and Ive s Baudrier , to 
promote new French music. Messiaen was imprisoned by the Germans for two years (during 
which time he-composed and premiered for 5,000 prisoners the Qualtlor pour la fin du temps 
and on his release was appointed to the Paris conservatory where he first taught harmony 
(1942) , then musical analysis (from 1947) and composition (from 1966) . His reputation as 
a teacher attracted many student s some of who were to become import ant composers such us 
Pierre Boulez , Karlheinz Stockhausen and Iannis Xenakis . 
Messiaen's music moves around three poles: "the theological truths of the Catholic faith" (" . 
. . the first aspect of my work ... the only one perhaps that I will not regret at the hQur of 
my death"); ''t he greatest theme of human love ," that of Tristan and Isolde (/-larawi, 
Turangalila, 5 Reclwnts); and nature. All three "a re summed up in only one idea : divine 
love!". For Messiae n "music was more than a work of art, it was a way of ex isting, an 
inextin guishable fire." 
Messiaen has described himself as 'compositeur et rythmicien', which underlines the 
dominant importance played by rhythm in his musical language . "I consider rhythm the 
prime and perhaps th.: essential part of music. .. A rhythmi c music is om: th;1t disn:gards 
repetition, squarcni.:ss, and regular divi sion, a music that b, in short, inspired hy the 
movement of nature , a movement of free and uneven durations ." He shares this field of 
investigation with John Cage, and his work has been a starting point for other composers, 
most notably Boulez . The-sources of Messiaen 's treatment of rhythm arc varied: I) Ancient 
Greece, 2) Mozart's use of accentuation, which derives from speech , 3) Debussy 's "love of 
nature , wind, and water, " which led him to fluid rhythms , non regularity in durations , and 
perpetual undulation, 4) Stravinsky's use of variable rhythmic cells in Le Sacre, 5) Indian 
music. " I studied the 120 'deci- talas ' that were collected in a slightly disorderly fashion by 
Carngadeva [a I 3th-century theorist] for so long a time that I finally discovered the different 
rhythmic rules proceeding from them", 6) Schoenberg and Webern . Their serializ ation of 
pitch Messiaen applied also to durations, types of attack, and intensities (Mode de valeurs et 
d 'intensites). 
Messiaen's harmony , at least in the early works, stems partly from Debussy: the use of 
dominant seventh or ninth chords of major and minor thirds ; the same chords with added 
notes (sixth , augmented fourth), a harmonic parallel to 'added values ' in the rhythm; modal 
!. 
pr0gressions of chords; and the use of natural resonances , especially distant harmonics, to 
aller timbres . Even more than from these traits, however, the dinstictive color of Messiaen's 
music results from his use of limited-transposition modes (transposable only a few times 
before they return to their original pitches) . The -mode used controls both harmony and 
melody, and its interior symmetry is extended t_o other parameters. Again following the 
example of Debussy , the harmony has a colocistic rather than a functional role, isolating the 
pure instant. 
S1ockhausen said that "Messiaen is a crucible of material in fusion:· The materials range 
from Gregorian chant to birdsong- and include Mozart, pentatonic music , Russian and 
Peruvian folklore, Indian music, an enlarged ' Klangfarbenmelodie' concept applied to single 
event or groups of events ; Stravinsky's generalized mobility of pitch, the monody of 
plainchant etc. From his youth Messiaen had been passionately fond of birdsong and spent 
much o[ his time in the wild noting down their dictation (using convention al notation, with 
~ pe recorder). Birdsong was a direct source for Reveii des oiseaux (1953), Oiseaux 
~ .. ,,tiques (1955-56) and the Catalogue d 'oiseaux, as well as most of his later works. 
Although Mess·iaen did not regard his Mode de valeurs et <i'imensiti s ' (1949) as a great work, 
it was highly influential in the l 950 ' s. Before it was published, Stockhausen is said to have 
listened to a recording of it 30 times, and Bou Jez paid homage to it by deriving the 12-tone 
set of his Structures from it. In this work Messiaen separated four sound parameters from each 
other and applied a generalized serial technique to each: there are 36 -pitches (in fixed 
registers) , 24 durations, 12 attack s, and 7 intensities . Each pitch is assigned a specific 
duration, attack and intensity, thus controlling all parameters of the sound . This suggested 
to 12-tone composers that they should not confine their attention to pitch alone but deal 
with other parameters as well. The loosening here of traditional hierarchies among musical 
elements is parrof a long-range trend that began before Messiaen in Be_rg and Varese _ 
(variation of dynamics) and has continued after him in Boulez (variation of tempos , timbres, 
intensities), Stockhausen (application of abstract quantitie s to various parameter s), and 
Xenakis (statistical vari"ation processes) . 
Oiseaux Exotiques is according to Messiaen's words "an enormous counterpoint of 
birdsong." It is scored for several· wind and brass instruments, piano and 7 percussionists . 
"The piano part is very important ; the work is almost a piano concerto , with three short 
'cadenzas' and two lgnger ones . In addition the B flat clarinets play an essential role in the 
central tutti, since it is they who perform the song of the American Robin. Finafiy, the 
xylophone is also used as a-solo instrument. The score uses exotic bird-songs from India , 
China, Malaysia and North and South America. In its cadenza, the solo piano borrows in 
particular from the following birds : Indian Minah, Red-billed Mesia, Wood Thrush, Cardinal, 
Bobolink, Cat-Bird and Shama. The percussion section uses Hindu and Greek rhythms." In 
the scgre each exotic bird is mentioned by name at the exact point where its song starts. The 
same with the Greek and Hindu rhythms . Messiaen includes in his two prefaces published 
!he score physical descriptions of all the birds used ·and categorizes all rhythms . 
. __ ssiaen was able to see colors though listening to musrc. For him timbres and harmony 
were translated to visual colors . He concludes the first preface to the score as follows: " .. . 
this work is highly colored ; it contains all the colors of the rainbow , inciuding red, that 
color especially associated with hot countries - the color of the American binJ known as the 
'Cardinal'." 
Oiseaux Exo1iques was commissioned by Pierre Boulez for the 'Domaine Musical' concert 
series. IL was composed between October 5th, 1955 and January 23rd , 1956. It was 
premiered in Paris on March IO, 1956 conducted Rudo(( Albe_rt, with Yvonne Loriod at the 
pia_no (Messiaen's second wife). 
Sources: Gilles Tremblay, in Diclionary of 
Contemporary Music (John Vinion, editor) ; . 
Andre Boucourechliev, in The Grove New Dictionary 
,4 Alusic and Musicians 
Thomas Stumpf, born in Shanghai in 1950, received his degrees in piano per.formance 
from the Mozarteum in Salzburg, Austria, and the New England Conservatory of Music in 
Boston. He won concerto competitions at both institutions, and was awarded the 
Bosendorfer Prize (Vienna, 1970) and the Lilli Lehmann Medal (Salzburg, 1972). H_is 
performing career has taken him across four continents. I-le has performed with singers Rita 
Streich, Edith Mathis, D' Anna Fortunato and Karen Beardsley , clarinettists Richard 
Stoltzman and Jack. Brymer, flautists Claude Monteux and Robert Stallman, violist Walter 
Trampler and cellist Leslie Pamas . He has given numerous recitals with soprano Joan Heller, 
including two in Moscow and two in St. Pcetersburg in 1990, and togi:th~ r they recorded ~ CD 
of contemporary vocal music (including a composition of his own) for the Neuma label. He 
has also appeared with the Rong Kong Philharmonic, the Boston Pops Orcbestra and 
numerous other ensembles . 
Mr. Stumpf's repertoire ranges from Bach to the avant-garde. He has conducted several 
Mozart concertos for the keyboard , and performed the complete solo piano works of Mozart 
at Boston University during the 1991-92 season . He has premiered many compositions by 
contemporary American composers, including those written specifically for him by William 
Thomas McKinley, Thomas Oboe Lee, Wi1liam Moylan, and Robert Cecly, whose Piano 
Variations he recorded on the BEEP label. His own compositions have appeared on concert 
programs in Boston and throughout the U.S. as well as in Germany and Russia . In 1992 he 
won the Kahn Award for his musical theater project "Dark Lady ." 
Mr. Stumpf also has a distinguished career as teacher and lecturer. From 1979 to 1984 he 
taught at the New England Conservatory; from 1984 to 1990 he was head of the Piano 
Department at the University of ·Massachusetts at Lowell; currently he is Associate Professor 
and Chair of the Collaborative Piano Dep_artment at Boston University . lie regularly gives -
master-classes in the summer at the B.U. Tanglewood Institute , in Mannheim. Germany. and 
at the Montanea Festival in Switze-rland . 
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ALEA III 's 1995-96 season 
is completed with the support 
of several foundations as well as 
individuals . Nevertheless , 
despite the generosity of 
our various sponsors , 
ALEA III does need 
the support of its audience. 
Now that we are planning 
the next season, ·we need to 
count on your support. 
Please consider becoming a 
riend of ALEA Ill, by 
..:ompleting the form to the 
right and sending it to: 
ALEAill 
Boston University 
School for the Arts 
855 Commonwe alth Ave. 
Boston, MA 02215 
Should you have any time 
to donate to ALEA Ill , it 
would be most welcome . 
We need as-sistance with 
publicity , fundraising, 
poster distribution, 
mailing. etc . 
We hope you enjoyed 
tonight's program and we 
look forward seeing you 
our future events. 
I would like to support ALEA IIJ. 
Please find enclosed my contribution of $ ___ _ 
payable to ALEA Ill 
0 $25 0 $50 0 $100 0 $250 0 $500 0 $l000 
0 other 
0 I would like to volunteer my time for ALEA III in: 
publicity 
fundraising 
poster distribution 
mailing 
other 
your name 
address 
city stale zip 
telephone 
Contributions to ALEA III are deductible for federal 
income tax to the extent provided by law. 
Thank you for your consideration. 
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